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Abstra t. The model of probabilisti I/O automata of Segala and Lyn h
is used for the formal spe i ation and analysis of the root ontention
proto ol from the physi al layer of the IEEE 1394 (\FireWire") standard.
In our model of the proto ol both randomization and real-time play an
essential role. In order to make our veri ation easier to understand we
introdu e several intermediate automata in between the implementation
and the spe i ation automaton. This allows us to use very simple notions of re nement rather than the more general but also very omplex
simulation relations whi h have been proposed by Segala and Lyn h.
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1 Introdu tion
Re ently, the analysis of probabilisti , distributed algorithms and proto ols has
gained new attention. Various methods and formalisms have been extended with
probabilities, and several ase studies have been arried out using these formalisms, .f. [14, 17℄.
This report veri es a small sub-proto ol of IEEE 1394, alled root ontention.
The IEEE 1394 high performan e serial bus has been developed for inter onne ting omputer and onsumer equipment su h as multimedia PCs, digital ameras, VCRs, and CD players. The bus is \hot-pluggable", i.e. equipment an
be added and removed at any time, and allows qui k, reliable and inexpensive
high-bandwidth transfer of digitized video and audio. Although originally developed by Apple (FireWire), the version do umented in [9℄ has been a epted as
a standard by IEEE in 1996. More than seventy ompanies | in luding Sun,
Mi rosoft, Lu ent Te hnologies, Philips, IBM, and Adapte | have joined in
the development of the IEEE 1394 bus, and related onsumer ele troni s and
software. Hen e there is a good han e that IEEE 1394 will be ome the future
standard for onne ting digital multimedia equipment. Various parts of IEEE
have been spe i ed and/or veri ed formally, see for instan e [5, 11, 12℄. However,
as far as we know, root ontention has not.

Root ontention in IEEE 1394 is a simple but realisti proto ol that involves
both real-time and randomization. The veri ation in this report is arried out
in the probabilisti automaton model of Segala and Lyn h [18, 20℄. Following the
tradition, the orre tness of the proto ol is proven by establishing a probabilisti
simulation between the implementation and the spe i ation, both probabilisti
automata.
The probabilisti simulation relations from [18, 20℄ are rather omplex. In
order to simplify the simulation proofs, this report introdu es the notions of
probabilisti step re nement and of probabilisti hyperstep re nement. These
are spe ial ase of the simulations in [18, 20℄.
The strategy followed in the simulation proof is the following. Given the
proto ol automaton Impl and the abstra t spe i ation Spe , we de ne three
intermediate automata I1, I2, and I3. First, I1 abstra ts from the message
passing in Impl but keeps the same probabilisti hoi es and most of the timing
information. Next, I2 abstra ts from all the timing information in Impl, and I3
abstra ts from the probabilisti hoi e in I3. The introdu tion of the intermediate automata allows us to separate our on erns. The simulation between Impl
and I1 is easy from probabilisti point of view and its proof mainly involves
traditional, non-probabilisti te hniques like proving invariants. The remaining
simulations between automata I2, I3 and Spe deal with probabilisti hoi e,
but sin e these automata are small this is not so diÆ ult anymore.
This paper is organized as follows. After some mathemati al preliminaries
in Se tion 2, Se tion 3 introdu es the probabilisti automaton model. Se tion
4 des ribes the root ontention proto ol, both informally and formally. Then
Se tion 5 de nes the intermediate automata and established the simulation relations. Finally, Se tion 6 presents the on lusions and some topi s for future
resear h.

2 Probability Distributions
This se tion re alls a few basi notions from probability theory and introdu es
some notation.
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De nition 2. A probability distribution over set X is a fun tion  : X ! [0; 1℄
 fx 2 X j (x) > 0g. It
su h that x2X (x) = 1. We write support () =

P

follows from the de nitions that this is a ountable set. We denote the set of all
probability distributions over X by  (X ).
We denote a probability distribution  on a ountable domain by enumerating
it as a set of pairs. So, if Dom() = fx1 ; x2 : : : g then denote  by fx1 7!
f (x1 ); x2 7! f (x2 ) : : : g. If the domain of  is known, then we often leave out
elements of probability zero. For instan e, the probability distribution assigning
probability one to an element x 2 X is denoted by fx 7! 1g, irrespe tive of X .
Su h distribution is alled the Dira distribution over x. The uniform distribution
over a nite set with n > 0 elements, say fx1 ; : : : ; xn g, is given by fx1 7!
1
1
n ; : : : ; xn 7! n g.

De nition 3. Let X and Y be sets,  2  (X ) and  2  (Y ). The produ t
of  and , notation   , is the probability distribution  : X  Y ! [0; 1℄
satisfying (x; y) = (x)   (y).
De nition 4. Let X and Y be sets,  2  (X ) and f : X ! Y . The image of
 under f, notation f (), is the probability distribution  2  (Y ) satisfying
 (y) = x2f 1 (y) (x).

P

3 Probabilisti Automata
This se tion presents the model of probabilisti automata and two extensions,
probabilisti I/O automata and timed probabilisti I/O automata. We assume
that the reader is familiar with non-probabilisti (timed) automata and their
simulation relations, see e.g. [13, 15℄ for an introdu tion and for the notations
used in this paper.

3.1 The Basi Model
This se tion re alls the basi probabilisti automaton model from [18, 20℄, and
introdu es the notions of probabilisti step re nement and probabilisti hyperstep re nement.

De nition 5. A probabilisti automaton A onsists of four omponents:
1. A set statesA of states.
2. A nonempty set startA statesA of start states.
3. An a tion signature sigA = (extA ; intA ), onsisting of external and internal
 ext [ int .
a tions respe tively; we de ne the set of a tions as a tA =
A
A
4. A transition relation transA statesA  a tA   (statesA ).
a
a
a
0
0
We write s !
A  for (s; a; ) 2 transA , and s !A s for s !A fs 7! 1g.
Sometimes, a more general de nition of probabilisti automata is given where
transA statesA   (a tA  statesA ). In this ontext the probabilisti automata
from the de nition are alled simple probabilisti automata.

De nition 6. Let A be a probabilisti automaton. The automaton A , the nonprobabilisti variant of A, whi h behaves like A but dis ards all probabilisti
information, is de ned by:
1.
2.
3.
4.

statesA = statesA .
startA = startA .
sigA = sigA .
transA = f(s; a; s0) j 9 : s

!a A  ^ (s0 ) > 0g.

De ne rea hA , the set of rea hable states of A, to be the set of rea hable states
of A .
An exe ution (exe ution fragment, tra e) of a probabilisti automaton A is
an exe ution (exe ution fragment, tra e) of A . The set of exe utions (exe ution fragments, tra es) and nite exe utions (exe ution fragments, tra es) of
A are respe tively denoted by exe s (A)(frags (A); tra es (A)) and by exe s  (A)
(frags  (A); tra es  (A)).

De nition 7. If A is a probabilisti automaton and X extA , then hide (A; X )
is the probabilisti automaton (statesA ; startA ; (extA n X; intA [ X ) ; transA ).
De nition 8. We say that two probabilisti automata A1 and A2 are ompatible
if intA1 \ a tA2 = a tA1 \ intA2 = ;. If A1 and A2 are ompatible then their
parallel omposition, notation A1 k A2 , is the probabilisti automaton A de ned
by:
{
{
{
{

statesA = statesA1  statesA2 .
startA = startA1  startA2 .
sigA = (extA1 [ extA2 ; intA1 [ intA2 ).
transA is the set of triples ((s1 ; s2 ); a; 1  2 ) su h that for i = 1; 2, if
a 2 a tAi then (si ; a; i ) 2 transAi , otherwise i = fsi 7! 1g:

Informally, within a omposition two probabilisti automata syn hronize on their
ommon a tions and evolve independently on others. Whenever syn hronization
o urs, the state rea hed is obtained by hoosing a state independently for both
automata.

Probabilisti Step Re nements The simplest form of simulations between

probabilisti automata that we onsider are the probabilisti step re nements.
These are mappings from the states of one automaton to the states of another
automaton that preserve initial states and probabilisti transitions.

De nition 9. Let A and B be two probabilisti automata with extA = extB . A
! statesB
su h that:

probabilisti step re nement from A to B is a fun tion r : statesA

1. for all s 2 startA ; r(s) 2 startB ;
a
2. for all steps
s!
A  with s 2 rea hA , one of the following onditions holds:
a
(a) r(s) !B r (), or

b
(b) a 2 intA ^ r(s) !
B r (), for some b 2 intB , or
( ) a 2 intA ^ r () = fr(s) 7! 1g:

We write A vPSR B if there is a probabilisti step re nement from A to B. Note
that ondition 2( ) is equivalent to a 2 intA ^ 8s0[(s0 ) > 0 ) r(s0 ) = r(s)℄.

Probabilisti Hyperstep Re nements Probabilisti hyperstep re nements
generalize the probabilisti step re nements introdu ed above. They are a spe ial
ase of the probabilisti forward simulations of Segala and Lyn h [18, 20℄.
De nition 10. Let X; Y be sets and R  X   (Y ). The lifting of R is the
relation R   (X ) (Y ) given by: (;  ) 2 R if and only if there is a hoi e
fun tion r : support () !  (Y ) for R, i.e., a fun tion su h that (x; r(x)) 2 R
for all x 2 support (), satisfying
 (y) =

X

x2supp()

(x)  r(x)(y):

The idea is that we obtain  by hoosing the probability distribution r(x) with
probability (x).
Example 1. Given a probabilisti automaton A and an a tion a 2 a tA , we
a
a
an lift the relation ! over statesA   (statesA ) to the relation ! over
a
a
 (statesA )   (statesA ). For instan e, if s1 ! 1 , s2 ! 2 and s1 6= s2 , then

fs 7!
1

1
3

; s2 7!

2
3

g !a   
1
3

1

+ 32  2 :

a
a
2 and the probability to be in s1 is 13 and to be
1 , s2 !
Intuitively, if s1 !
2
in s2 is 3 , then we hoose the next state a ording to 1 with probability 31 and
a
a ording to 2 with probability 32 . If there is another a{transition, say s2 !
,
1
then we an also hoose the next state a ording to 1 with probability 3 and
a ording to  with probability 32 . Hen e

fs 7!
1

1
3

; s2 7!

2
3

g !a   
1
3

1

+ 32  :

We do not have

fs 7!
1

1
3

; s2 7!

2
3

g !a   
1
3

1

+ 13  2 + 13  :

De nition 11. Let A and B be probabilisti automaton with extA = extB . A
probabilisti hyperstep re nement from A to B is a fun tion h : statesA !
 (statesB ) su h that:
1. for all s 2 startA , h(s) = fs0 7! 1g for some s0 2 startB ;
a
2. for all steps
s!
A  with s 2 rea hA , one of the following onditions holds:
a
(a) h(s) !B h (), or
b
(b) a 2 intA ^ h(s) !
B  h (), for some b 2 intB , or

( ) a 2 intA ^ h(s) = h ().

Write A vPHSR if there is a probabilisti hyperstep re nement from A to B.
Segala [18℄ des ribes the behavior of probabilisti automata in terms of tra e
distributions, and proposes in lusion of tra e distributions, notation vTD , as an

implementation relation between probabilisti automata that preserves safety
properties. The following theorem states that probabilisti (hyper-)step re nements are a sound proof method for establishing tra e distribution in lusion.

Theorem 1. Let A and B be probabilisti automata with extA = extB .
1. If A vPSR B then A vPHSR.
2. If A vPHSR then A vTD B.
Proof. For (1), suppose that A vPSR B . Then there exists a probabilisti step
re nement r from A to B . Let R : statesA !  (statesB ) be given by R(s) =
fr(s) 7! 1g. It is routine to he k that R is a probabilisti hyperstep re nement
from A to B . Use that
R () = r ();
a
s!
B  , fs 7! 1g

!a B :

Hen e A vPHSR .
For (2), suppose that A vPHSR . Then there exists a probabilisti hyperstep
re nement R from A to B . We laim that R is a probabilisti forward simulation
in the sense of [18, 20℄. Now A vTD B follows from the soundness result for
probabilisti forward simulations, see Proposition 8.7.1 in [18℄. For a simple,
dire t proof of (2) we refer to [22℄.

3.2 Probabilisti I/O Automata
This se tion de nes the probabilisti I/O automaton model, an extension of
probabilisti automata with a distin tion between input and output a tions,
and with a notion of fair behavior.

De nition 12. A probabilisti I/O automaton A is a probabilisti automaton
enri hed with
1. a partition of extA into input a tions inA and output a tions outA , and
2. a task partition tasksA , whi h is an equivalen e relation over outA [ intA
with ountably many equivalen e lasses.
We require that A is input enabled, whi h means that for all s 2 statesA and all
a
a 2 inA , there is a  su h that s !
A .
As probabilisti I/O automata are enri hed probabilisti automata, we an
use the notions of nonprobabilisti variant, rea hable state, exe ution (fragment)
and tra e also for probabilisti I/O automata.

De nition 13. Let A be a probabilisti I/O automaton. An exe ution of A is
fair if the following onditions hold for ea h lass C of tasksA :
1. If is nite then C is not enabled in the nal states of .
2. If is in nite, then
ontains either in nitely many a tions from C or
in nitely many o urren es of states in whi h no a tion in C is enabled.
Similarly, a tra e of A is fair in A if it is the tra e of a fair exe ution of A.
The sets of fair exe utions and fair tra es of A are denoted by fexe s (A) and
ftra es (A) respe tively.

De nition 14. Let A and B be probabilisti automata with extA = extB . Let r
be a mapping from statesA to statesB . Then r indu es a relation r~frags (A) 
frags (B ) as follows: if = s0 a1 s1    2 frags (A), I is the index set of , =
t0 b1 t1    2 frags (B ) and J is the index set of , then r~ if and only if there
is a surje tive, nonde reasing index mapping m : I ! J , su h that for all i 2 I ,
j 2 J,
1. m(0) = 0
2. r(si ) = tm(i)
3. if i > 0 then either of the following onditions holds
(a) ai = bm(i) ^ m(i) = m(i 1) + 1 or
(b) ai 2 intA ^ bm(i) 2 intB ^ m(i) = m(i 1) + 1 or
( ) ai 2 intA ^ m(i) = m(i 1).
In [17℄, fair tra e distribution in lusion, notation vFTD , is proposed as an
implementation relation between probabilisti I/O automata that preserves both
safety and liveness properties.

Claim ([22℄). Let A and B be probabilisti I/O automata. Let r be a probabilisti step re nement from A to B that relates ea h fair exe ution of A only
to fair exe utions of B . Then A vFTD B .

3.3 Timed Probabilisti I/O Automata
De nition 15. A timed probabilisti I/O automaton A is a probabilisti automaton enri hed with a partition of extA into input a tions inA , output a tions
outA , and the set R>0 of positive real numbers or time-passage a tions. We
require1 that, for all s; s0 ; s00 2 statesA and d; d0 2 R>0 with d0 < d,
1.
2.
3.
4.
1

A is input enabled,
ea h step labelled with a time-passage a tion leads to a Dira distribution,
d
d
0
00
0 00
(Time determinism) if s !
A s and s !A s then s = s .
0
d
d
0
00
00
00 d d!0 A s0 .
(Wang's axiom) s !
A s i 9s : s !A s and s

For simpli ity the onditions here are slightly more restri tive than those in [15℄.

As timed probabilisti I/O automata are enri hed probabilisti automata, we an
use the notions of nonprobabilisti variant, rea hable state, and exe ution (fragment), also for timed probabilisti I/O automata.
We say that an exe ution of A is diverging if the sum of the time-passage
a tions in diverges to 1.

De nition 16. Let A; B be probabilisti or timed probabilisti I/O automata.
A fun tion r is a probabilisti (hyper)step re nement from A to B if r is a
probabilisti (hyper)step re nement from the underlying probabilisti automaton
of A to the underlying probabilisti automaton of B.
In [22℄, it is argued that, under ertain assumptions (met by the automata
studied in this paper), vTD an be used as a safety and liveness preserving
implementation relation between timed I/O automata. In addition, the relation
vDFTD is proposed as a safety and liveness preserving implementation relation
between timed probabilisti I/O automata and probabilisti I/O automata.

Claim ([22℄). Let A be a timed probabilisti I/O automaton and let B be
a probabilisti I/O automaton. Let r be a probabilisti step re nement from
hide (A; R>0 ) to B that relates ea h divergent exe ution of A only to fair exe utions of B . Then A vDFTD B .

4 Des ription of the Proto ol
The IEEE 1394 serial bus proto ol has been designed for ommuni ation between
multimedia equipement. In the IEEE 1394 standard, omponents onne ted to
the bus are referred to as nodes. Ea h node has a number of ports whi h are
used for bidire tional onne tions to (other) nodes. Ea h port has at most one
onne tion.
The proto ol has several layers, of whi h the physi al layer is the lowest.
Within this layer a number of phases are identi ed. The proto ol enters the
so- alled tree identify phase whenever a bus reset o urs, for instan e when a
onne tion is added or removed. The task of this phase is to he k whether the
network topology is a tree and, if so, to ele t a leader among the nodes in this
tree.
This is done by onstru ting a spanning tree in the network and ele ting the
root of the tree as leader. Informally, the basi idea of the proto ol is as follows:
leaf nodes send a \parent request" message to their neighbor. When a node has
re eived a parent request from all but one of its neighbors it sends a parent
request to its remaining neighbor. In this way the tree grows from the leafs to a
root. If a node has re eived parent requests from all its neighbors, it knows that
it is has been ele ted as the root of the tree. It is possible that at the end of the
tree identify phase two nodes send parent request messages to ea h other; this
situation is alled root ontention. In this paper we will be on erned with the
formal veri ation and analysis of the root ontention proto ol whi h is run in

this ase. After ompletion of the root ontention proto ol, one of the two nodes
has be ome root of the network.
Lyn h [13, p501℄ des ribes an abstra t version of the tree identify proto ol
and suggests to ele t the node with the larger unique identi er (UID) as the
root in ase of root ontention. Sin e during the tree identify phase no UID's
are available (these will be assigned during a later phase of the physi al layer
proto ol), a probabilisti algorithm has been hosen that is fully symmetri and
does not require the presen e of UID's.
Let us, for simpli ity, refer to the two ontending nodes as node 1 and node
2. The timed probabilisti I/O automata des ribing the behavior of these nodes
are given in Figure 1, using the IOA syntax of [6℄ extended with a simple form
of probabilisti hoi e. Roughly, the proto ol works as follows. When a node
i has dete ted root ontention it rst ips a oin (i.e., performs the a tion
Flip(i)). If head omes up then it waits a short time, somewhere in the interval
[Æfast ; fast ℄. If tail omes up then it waits a long time, somewhere in the interval
[Æslow ; slow ℄. So 0  Æfast  fast < Æslow  slow . After the waiting period has
elapsed, either no message from the ontender has been re eived, or a parent
request message has arrived. In the rst ase the node sends a request message
to its ontender (i.e., performs the a tion Send(i; req )), in the se ond ase it
sends an a knowledgement message (i.e., performs the a tion Send(i; a k )). As
soon as a node has sent an a knowledgement it de lares itself to be the root (via
the a tion Root(i)), and whenever a node has re eived an a knowledgement
it assumes that its ontender will be ome root and it de lares itself hild (via
the a tion Child(i)). If a node that has sent a request subsequently re eives a
request, then it on ludes that there is root ontention again, and the proto ol
starts all over again. The basi idea behind the proto ol is that if the out omes
of the oin ips are di erent, the node with out ome tail (i.e., the slow one) will
be ome root. And sin e with probability one the out omes of the two oin ips
will eventually be di erent, the root ontention proto ol will terminate (with
probability one).
The timed probabilisti I/O automaton for node i (i = 1; 2), displayed in
Figure 1, has ve state variables: variable status tells whether the node has
be ome root , hild , or whether its status is still unknown ; variable oin re ords
the out ome of the oin ip; variable snt re ords the last value (if any) that
has been sent to the ontender and may take values req , a k or ?; similarly re
re ords the last value that has been re eived (if any); variable x, nally, models
the arbitration timer that re ords the time that has elapsed sin e root ontention
has been dete ted. We use two auxiliary fun tions mindelay and maxdelay from
Toss to Reals given by, for 2 Toss,

mindelay( ) = if = head then Æfast else Æslow

maxdelay( ) = if = head then 
else 
fast

slow

Now it should not be diÆ ult to understand the pre ondition/e e t style de nitions in Figure 1, ex ept maybe for the de nition of the Time(d) transitions.
This part states that time will not progress if the status of the node is unknown

type P = enumeration of 1; 2
type M = enumeration of ?; req ; a k
type Status = enumeration of unknown ; root ; hild
type Toss = enumeration of head ; tail
automaton Node(i: P)
states
status : Status := unknown,
oin : Toss,
snt : M := req,
re : M := req,
x : Reals := 0

signature
input Re eive( onst i, m: M) where m 6=?
output Send( onst i, m: M) where m 6=?,
Root( onst i)
internal Flip( onst i),
Child( onst i)
delay Time(d: Reals) where d > 0
transitions
internal Flip(i)
pre status = unknown ^ snt = req ^ re = req
head 21
e oin := tail
1 ;
2

x := 0;
snt :=?;
re :=?
output Send(i, m)
pre status = unknown ^ snt =?
^ x  mindelay( oin)
^ m = if re =? then req else a k
e snt := m
input Re eive(i, m)
e re := m
output Root(i)
pre status = unknown ^ snt = a k
e status := root
internal Child(i)
pre status = unknown ^ re = a k
e status := hild
delay Time(d)
pre status = unknown )
(snt 6= a k ^ re 6= a k ^ :(snt = req
^ snt =?) x + d  maxdelay( oin))
e x := x + d

Fig. 1. Node automaton.

^ re

= req)

and (1) an a knowledgement has been sent, or (2) an a knowledgement has been
re eived, or (3) a parent request has both been sent and re eived. In the rst ase
the automaton will instantaneously perform a Root(i) a tion, in the se ond ase
it will perform a Child(i) a tion, and in the third ase there is ontention and
the automaton will ip a oin.2 The last lause in the pre ondition of Time(d)
enfor es that a Send(i; m) a tion is performed within either fast or slow time
after the oin ip (depending on the out ome). On e the status of the automaton
has be ome root or hild there are no more restri tions on time passage.
The two automata for node 1 and node 2 ommuni ate via wires, whi h are
modeled as the timed probabilisti automata Wire(1; 2) and Wire(2; 1) spe i ed
in Figure 2. We assume an upper bound  0 on the ommuni ation delay.

automaton
states

Wire(i:

P,

j:

P)

msg : M :=?,
x : Reals := 0

signature
input Send( onst i, m: M) where m 6=?
output Re eive( onst j, m: M) where m 6=?
delay Time(d: Reals) where d > 0
transitions
input Send(i, m)
e msg := m;
x := 0

output Re eive(j, m)
pre m = msg
e msg :=?
delay Time(d)
pre msg 6=?) x + d 
e x := x + d
Fig. 2. Wire automaton.
The full system an now be des ribed as the parallel omposition of the two
node automata and the two wire automata, with all syn hronization a tions
hidden (see Figure 3).

Remark 1. As Segala [18℄ points out in his thesis, it would be useful to study the
theory of re eptiveness [19℄ in the ontext of randomization. As far as we know,
nobody has taken up this hallenge yet. Intuitively, an automaton is re eptive if
it does not onstrain its environment, for instan e by not a epting ertain inputs
or by preventing time to pass beyond a ertain point. Behavior in lusion is used
2

Note that in ea h of these three ases we abstra t in our model from the omputation
time required to perform these a tions.

 hide Send(i; m); Re eive(i; m) for i : P; m : M in
ompose Node(1); Wire(1; 2); Node(2); Wire(2; 1)

Impl =

Fig. 3. The full system.
as an implementation relation in the I/O automata framework and we ex lude
trivial implementations by requiring that an implementation is re eptive.
If we repla e all probabilisti hoi es by nondeterministi hoi es in the automata of this se tion, then the resulting timed I/O automata are re eptive in
the sense of [19℄. Even with a more restri tive de nition of re eptivity, in whi h
we allow the environment to resolve all probabilisti hoi es, the automata of
this se tion remain re eptive.

5 Veri ation and Analysis
Of ourse the key orre tness property of the root ontention proto ol whi h we
would like to prove is that eventually exa tly one node is designated as root. This
orre tness property is des ribed by the two state probabilisti I/O automaton
Spe of Figure 4. We will establish that Impl implements Spe , provided the

automaton
states

Spe

done : Bool := false

signature
output Root(i: P)
transitions
output Root(i)
pre done = false
e done = true
tasks
One blo k

Fig. 4. Spe i ation.
following two onstraints on the parameters are met:

< Æfast
fast + 2 < Æslow

(1)
(2)

Within our proof, we introdu e three intermediate automata I1, I2 and I3, and
prove that
Impl

v

TD

I1

v

TD

I2

v

TD

I3

v

TD

Spe :

These results (or more pre isely the re nements that are established in their
proofs) are then used to obtain that
Impl

v

TD

I1

v

DFTD

I2

v

FTD

I3

v

FTD

Spe :

I1 is a timed probabilisti I/O automaton, whi h abstra ts from all the message passing in Impl, while preserving the probabilisti hoi es as well as most
information about the timing of the Root(i) events. I2 is a probabilisti I/O automaton whi h is identi al to I1, ex ept that all real-time information has been
omitted. In I3 the two oin ips from ea h node of the proto ol are ombined

into a single probabilisti transition.

5.1 Invariants

We will show that there exists a probabilisti step re nement from Impl to an
intermediate automaton I1. In order to establish a re nement, we rst need to
introdu e a number of invariants for automaton Impl.
We use subs ripts 1 and 2 to refer to the state variables of Node(1) and
Node(2), respe tively, and subs ripts 12 and 21 to refer to the state variables
of Wire(1; 2) and Wire(2; 1), respe tively. So, x1 denotes the lo k variable of
Node(1), x12 the lo k variable of Wire(1; 2), et . Within formulas we further
use the following abbreviations, for i 2 P,


Cont(i) = snti = req ^ (re


Wait(i) = snti = re i =?
 mindelay( oin )
Æi =
i

 = maxdelay( oin )
i

i

= req _ msgji = req )

i

Predi ate Cont(i) states that node i has either dete ted ontention (a request
has both been sent and re eived) or will do so in the near future (the node has
sent a request and will re eive one soon). Predi ate Wait(i) states that node has
ipped the oin and is waiting for the delay time to expire; no message has been
re eived yet. State fun tion Æi gives the minimum delay time for node i, and
state fun tion i the maximum delay time (both state fun tions depend on the
out ome of the oin ip).

We laim that assertions (3)-(19) below are invariants of automaton Impl.
xi  0
statusi = unknown ^ snti 6= req ) xi  i
snti = a k ) xi  Æi
statusi = root ) snti = a k
statusi = hild ) re i = a k
xij  0
msgij 6=?) xij 
Cont(i) , Cont(j) )j xi xj j 
Cont(i) ^ :Cont(j) ) Wait(j) ^ msgij =? ^xj
msgij 6=?) re j =?
msgij =?) snti =? _re j 6=? _Cont(i)



msgij = req ^ :Wait(i) ) snti = req ^ sntj 6= a k ^
Æi  xi xij  i
msgij = req ^ Wait(i) ) sntj = req ^ xi  xij
snti =? ^re i = req ) sntj = req ^ re j =? ^xj  Æj
re i = a k ) sntj = a k
msgij = a k ) snti = a k
snti = a k ) re i = sntj = req ^ re j 6= req ^ xj  Æj

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

Assertions (3)-(9) are lo al invariants, whi h an be proven straightforwardly for
automata Node(i) and Wire(i; j) in isolation. Most of the time nodes 1 and 2
are either both in ontention or both not in ontention. Assertion (10) states
that in these ases the values of the lo ks of the two nodes di er by at most
. Assertion (11) expresses that the only ase where node i is in ontention but
the other node j is not o urs when j has just ipped a oin but the request
message that j sent to i has not yet arrived or been pro essed. If a hannel
ontains a message then nothing has been re eived at the end of this hannel
(12). If the hannel from i to j is empty then either no message has been sent
into the hannel at i, or a message has been re eived at j, or we have a situation
where i is in ontention and j has just ipped a oin and moved to a new phase
(13). If the hannel from i to j ontains a request message then there are two
possible ases. Either i has sent the message and is waiting for a reply (14), or
there is ontention and i has just ipped a oin (15). If i has re eived a request
message without having sent anything, then j has sent this message but has
not re eived anything (16). The last three invariants deal with situations where
there is an a knowledgement somewhere in the system (17)-(19). In these ases
the global state is almost ompletely determined: if an a knowledgement is in a
hannel or has been re eived then it has been sent, and if a node has sent an
a knowledgement then it has re eived a request, whi h in turn has been sent by
the other node.

The proofs of the following two lemmas are tedious but ompletely standard
sin e they only refer to the non-probabilisti automaton Impl . Detailled proofs
an be obtained via URL http://www. s.kun.nl/~fvaan/PAPERS/SVproofs.
Send(i; m)

Lemma 1. Suppose state s satis es assertions (3)-(19) and s ! s0 . Then
s j= msgij = re j =? and s0 j= Cont(i) , Cont(j).
Lemma 2. Assertions (3)-(19) hold for all rea hable states of Impl.
Remark 2. The rst onstraint on the timing parameters ( < Æfast ) is used

in the proof of Lemma 1 and ensures that there an never be two messages
travelling in a wire at the same time. This property allows for a very simple
model of the wires, in whi h a new message overwrites an old message. The
onstraint is not needed to prove the orre tness of the algorithm. Nevertheless,
sin e the onstraint is implied by the standard, we de ided to in lude it as an
assumption in our analysis.

5.2 The First Intermediate Automaton
Intermediate automaton I1 is displayed in Figure 5. This probabilisti timed I/O
automaton re ords the status for ea h of the two nodes to be either init , head ,
tail , or done . In addition I1 maintains a lo k x to impose timing onstraints
between events. Apart from the delay a tion there are three a tions: Flip(i),
whi h orresponds to node i ipping a oin, Root(i), whi h orresponds to node
i de laring itself to be the root, and Retry( ), whi h models the restart of the
proto ol in the ase where the out ome of both oin ips is . Node i performs
a (probabilisti ) Flip(i) a tion in its initial state. A Root(i) transition may
o ur if both nodes have ipped a oin and it is not the ase that the out ome
for i is head and for j tail . A Retry( ) transition may o ur if both nodes have
ipped . Clo k x is used to express that both nodes ip their oin within time
after the (re-)start of the proto ol. In addition it ensures that subsequently
(depending on the out ome of the oin ips) at least Æfast
or Æslow
time
and at most fast or slow time will elapse before either a Root(i) or a Retry( )
a tion o urs.

Proposition 1. Impl vTD I1. More spe i ally the onjun tion, for i 2 P, of
phase[i℄ = if status1 = root _ status2 = root then done else
if Cont(i) then init else oini
x = if Cont(1) _ Cont(2) then min(x12 ; x21 ) else min(x1 ; x2 )

determines a probabilisti step re nement from Impl to I1.
Proof. Routine. See http://www. s.kun.nl/~fvaan/PAPERS/SVproofs.
Remark 3. The se ond onstraint on the timing parameters (fast + 2 < Æslow )

is used in the proof of Proposition 1 and ensures that ontention may only o ur
if the out omes of both oin ips are the same. This property is needed to prove
termination of the algorithm (with probability 1).

automaton I1
type Phase = enumeration of init ; head ; tail ; done
states
phase : Array[P;
x : Reals := 0

Phase℄

:=

onstant(init),

signature
output Root(i: P)
internal Flip(i: P),
Retry( :

Toss)

delay Time(d: Reals) where d > 0
transitions
internal Flip(i)
pre phase[i℄ = init
head 21
e phase[i℄ := tail
1 ;
2
if phase[next(i)℄ 6= init then x := 0
output Root(i)
pre fphase[1℄; phase[2℄g  fhead ; tail g

^ :(phase[i℄ = head ^ phase[next(i)℄ = tail)
^ x  mindelay(phase[i℄)

e phase := onstant(done)
internal Retry( )
pre phase = onstant( )
e

^ x  mindelay(

phase :=

x := 0

)

onstant(init);

delay Time(d)
pre init 2 fphase[1℄; phase[2℄g ) x + d 
e

^ fphase[1℄; phase[2℄g  fhead ; tail g )
x + d  max(maxdelay(phase[1℄); maxdelay(phase[2℄))

x := x + d

Fig. 5. Intermediate automaton I1.

Remark 4. Figure 6 gives the values for some of the relevant parameters of the

proto ol as listed in the standard IEEE 1394 [9℄ and in the more re ent draft
standard IEEE 1394a [10℄. Interestingly, the values in two do uments are di erent. Given our timing onstraints (1) and (2), this leads to a maximum value for

Timing onstant Min (1394) Max (1394) Min (1394a) Max (1394a)
ROOT CONTENT FAST
ROOT CONTENT SLOW

0:24s
0:57s

0:26s
0:60s

0:76s
1:60s

0:80s
1:64s

Fig. 6. Timing parameters.
of 0:57 2 0:26 s = 0:155s for IEEE 1394, and 1:602 0:8 s = 0:4s for the draft
IEEE 1394a. With the maximal signal velo ity of 5:05ns=meter that is spe ied in both do uments, this gives a maximum able length of appr. 31 meter
for IEEE 1394 and 79 meter for IEEE 1394a. However, these values should be
viewed as upper bounds sin e within our model we have not taken into a ount
the pro essing times of signals. IEEE 1394 spe i es a maximum able length of
4.5 meter.

Remark 5. In [16℄ it is laimed that if both nodes happen to sele t slow timing
or if both nodes sele t fast timing, ontention results again. This is in orre t.
In automaton I1 ea h of the two nodes may be ome root if both nodes happen to sele t the same timing delay. This may also o ur within a real-world
implementation of the proto ol: if in the implementation the timing parameters
of one node are lose to their minimum values, in the other node lose to their
maximum values, and if the ommuni ation delay is small, then it may o ur
that a message of node i arrives at node j before the timing delay of node j
has expired. In fa t, by instantiating the timing parameters di erently in different devi es (for instan e via some random me hanism!) one may redu e the
expe ted time to resolve ontention. Unfortunately, a more detailed analysis of
this phenomenon falls outside the s ope of this paper.
Remark 6. Another way in whi h the performan e of the proto ol ould be im-

proved is by repeatedly polling the input during the timing delay, rather than
he king it only at the end. We suggest that, if the pro ess re eives a request
when the timing delay has not yet expired, then it immediately sends an a knowledgement (and de lares itself root). If the pro ess has not re eived a request during the timing delay, then it sends a request and pro eeds as the urrent
implementation. In a situation where node i ips head and sele ts a timing delay
of Æfast and the other node j ips tail and sele ts a timing delay of slow , our
version ele ts a leader within at most Æfast + 3 , whereas in the urrent version
this upperbound is slow + 3 .

automaton
states

I2

phase : Array[P;

Phase℄

signature
output Root(i: P)
internal Flip(i: P),
Retry( :

:=

onstant(init)

Toss)

transitions
internal Flip(i)
pre phase[i℄ = init
1
2
e phase[i℄ := head
tail 12
output Root(i)
pre fphase[1℄; phase[2℄g  fhead ; tail g

^ :(phase[i℄ = head ^ phase[next(i)℄ = tail)

e phase := onstant(done)
internal Retry( )
pre phase = onstant( )
e phase := onstant(init)
tasks
One blo k

Fig. 7. Intermediate automaton I2.

5.3 The Se ond Intermediate Automaton
In Figure 7 the se ond intermediate automaton I2 is des ribed. I2 is a probabilisti I/O automaton that is identi al to I1 ex ept that all real-time information
has been abstra ted away; instead a (trivial) task partition is in luded. The proof
of the following Proposition 2 is easy: the proje tion fun tion  from I1 to I2
trivially is a probabilisti step re nement (after hiding of the time delays).

Proposition 2. I1 vTD I2.
Proposition 3. If

2 exe s (I1) is diverging  relates

and , then

is fair.

The result formulated in the Proposition 3 above follows by the fa t that a
diverging exe ution of I1 either ontains in nitely many Retry a tions, or ontains an in nite suÆx with a Root(i) transition followed by an in nite number of
delay transitions. Now the laim at the end of Se tion 3.3 implies I1 vDFTF I2.

5.4 The Third Intermediate Automaton
Figure 8 gives the IOA ode for the probabilisti I/O automaton I3. This automaton abstra ts from I2 sin e it only has a single probabilisti transition.
Within automaton I3, init is the initial state and done is the nal state in whi h
a root has been ele ted. The remaining states win 1 , win 2 , same orrespond to

automaton I3
type Lo = enumeration of init ; win 1 ; win 2 ; same ; done
states
lo : Lo := init

signature
output Root(i:
internal Flips,

P)

Retry

transitions
internal Flips
pre lo = 8
init
e

lo

< win 1
:= win 2
: same

1
4
1
4
1
2

output Root(i)
pre lo 2 fwin i ; same g
e lo := done
internal Retry
pre lo = same
e lo := init
tasks
One blo k

Fig. 8. Intermediate automaton I3.

situations in whi h both pro esses have ipped but no leader has been ele ted
yet. The value win i indi ates that the results are di erent and the out ome of
i equals tail. In state same both oin ips have yielded the same result.

Proposition 4. I2 vTD I3. More spe i ally, the following fun tion r from
(rea hable) states of I2 to dis rete probability spa es over states of I3 is a probabilisti hyper step re nement from I2 to I3 (we represent a state with a list
ontaining the values of its variables):
r(init; init ) = finit 7! 1g
r(head ; init ) = fwin 2 7! 21 ; same 7!
r(init; head ) = fwin 1 7! 21 ; same 7!
r(tail; init ) = fwin 1 7! 21 ; same 7!
r(init; tail ) = fwin 2 7! 21 ; same 7!
r(head ; head ) = fsame 7! 1g
r(tail ; tail ) = fsame 7! 1g
r(head ; tail ) = fwin 2 7! 1g
r(tail; head ) = fwin 1 7! 1g
r(done; done ) = fdone 7! 1g

1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

g
g
g
g

The proofs of the following Propositions 5 and 6 an be found in [21℄. These
proofs are the only pla es in our veri ation where nontrivial probabilisti reasoning takes pla e: establishing vFTD basi ally amounts to proving that the
probabilisti me hanism in the proto ol ensures termination with probability 1.
Note that the automata involved are all very simple: I2 has 10 states, I3 has 5
states, and Spe has 2 states.

Proposition 5. I2 vFTD I3.
Proposition 6.
1. I3 vTD Spe . More spe i ally, the fun tion determined by the predi ate
done , lo = 4 is a probabilisti step re nement from I3 to Spe .
2. I3 vFTD Spe .

6 Con luding Remarks
In order to make our veri ation easier to understand, we introdu ed three auxiliary automata in between the implementation and the spe i ation automaton.
We also used the simpler notion of probabilisti (hyper)step re nement rather
than the more general but also omplex simulation relations (espe ially in the
timed ase!) whi h have been proposed by Segala and Lyn h [18, 20℄. The omplexity of the de nitions in [18, 20℄ is mainly due to the fa t that a single step
in one ma hine an in general be simulated by a sequen e of steps in the other

ma hine with the same external behavior. In the probabilisti ase this means
that a probabilisti transition in one ma hine an be simulated by a tree like
stru ture in the other ma hine. In the simulations that we use in this paper,
a single transition in one ma hine is simulated by at most one transition in
the other ma hine. In our ase study we were able to arry out the orre tness
proof by using only probabilisti (hyper)step re nements. However, it is easy to
ome up with ounterexamples whi h show that this is not possible in general.
GriÆoen and Vaandrager [7℄ introdu e various notions of normed simulations
and prove that these notions together onstitute a omplete proof method for
establishing tra e in lusion between (nonprobabilisti , untimed automata). In
normed simulations a single step in one ma hine is always simulated by at most
one step in the other ma hine. We think that it is possible to ome up with a
omplete method for proving tra e distribution in lusion between probabilisti
automata by de ning probabilisti versions of the normed simulations of [7℄.
For timed automata, tra e in lusion is in general not an appropriate implementation relation. In [15℄ the oarser notion of timed tra e in lusion is advo ated instead. Similarly, [18℄ suggests the notion of timed tra e distribution
in lusion as an implementation relation between probabilisti timed automata.
Sin e tra e distribution in lusion implies timed tra e distribution in lusion, and
the two preorders oin ide for most pra ti al ases, we prefer to use the mu h
simpler proof te hniques for tra e distribution in lusion.
The idea to introdu e auxiliary automata in a simulation proof has been
studied in many papers, see for instan e [1℄. The veri ation reported in this
paper indi ates that the introdu tion of auxiliary automata an be very useful
in the probabilisti ase: it allowed us to rst deal with the nonprobabilisti
and real-time behavior of the proto ol, basi ally without being bothered by
the ompli ations of randomization; nontrivial probabilisti analysis was only
required for automata with 10 states or less.
As a nal remark we would like to point out that the root ontention proto ol whi h we dis ussed in this paper is essentially nite state. It is therefore
an interesting hallenge for tool builders to analyze this proto ol fully automati ally. Most of the veri ation e ort in our ase study was not on erned with
randomization at all, but just onsisted of standard invariant proofs. In fa t, one
ould use existing tools for the analysis of timed automata su h as Uppaal [3℄,
Kronos [4℄ and HyTe h [8℄ to he k these invariants. It would be espe ially interesting to derive the onstraints on the timing parameters fully automati ally
(at the moment only HyTe h [8℄ an do parametri analysis). Tool support will
be essential for the analysis of more detailed models of the proto ol in whi h
also omputation delays have been taken into a ount.
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